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ABSTRACT: Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for “channel type” polyrotaxanes
with -cyclodextrins (-CDs) threaded onto monodisperse chains of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). The
polymer captures as much -CD as its length permits, forming a close-packed structure from the one end
to the other. The van der Waals interactions are the main source of the stabilization of these
polyrotaxanes. Hydrogen bonds between successive -CDs slightly favor head-to-head, tail-to-tail
sequences over head-to-tail sequences. The -CDs in polyrotaxanes are more symmetric and less distorted
than the isolated -CDs. The PEG in the polyrotaxane is more extended than an unperturbed chain,
because it has a larger population oftransstates at internal bonds.

Introduction

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are macrocycles formed by six or
more glucose units connected by -1,4-linkages. The
best known, with six to nine glucose units, are named
-(6),-(7),-(8), and-(9) CD. The CDs form inclusion
complexes with various compounds of low molecular
weight.1 3 The importance of noncovalent interactions
in hostguest complexes in biological systems motivates
the current interest in supramolecular assemblies4

because of their unique structures and properties.5 A
rotaxane is a classic example of a supermolecule in
which a molecular “rotor” is threaded by a linear “axle”.
This molecular assembly may be important in the
creation of molecular tubes and molecular devices.
Earlier examples include crown ethers threaded by
polymers6and CD complexes.7 13

Recently Harada and co-workers prepared polyrotax-
anes from several polymers and CDs.14 20 They ob-
tained complexes between -CD and poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) with molecular weight in the range 400
10 000, but they could not prepare polyrotaxanes with
-CD and the lower molecular weight analogs ethylene
glycol, diethylene glycol, and triethylene glycol.14,16,17

-CD did not form complexes with PEG of any molecular
weight.18 The13C CP/MAS NMR spectrum and X-ray
of the -CDPEG complex suggest that the chain is
included in a channel formed by the CDs, producing the
“channel type” inclusion complex described by McMul-
lanet al.21 Polyrotaxanes with - and-CDs and poly-
(propylene glycol) (PPG) of various molecular weights
were also prepared in high yields, but complexes with
low molecular weight analogues were not obtained.15

-CD did not form complexes with PPG of any molecular
weight.15 In general, a high selectivity was observed
in the formation of polyrotaxanes.15,18,20 Yields depend
strongly on the nature and molecular weight of the
polymer.
Most polyrotaxanes formed by -CD and PEG were

synthesized by Harada’s group starting from polydis-
perse polymers, giving heterogeneous rotaxanes. Re-
cently they synthesized and characterized a homoge-
neous polyrotaxane from monodisperse amino-terminated

PEG with a molecular weight of 1248 (28 monomer
units).19 After spontaneous formation of the polyrotax-
ane in solution, the CDs were trapped by capping the
ends of the chain with bulky substituents.19 Using a
variety of techniques, including molecular weight de-
termination and spectroscopy, they find 12-CDs in this
polyrotaxane, giving approximately 2.3 oxyethylene
units per -CD. Microcalorimetry of the complex indi-
cates hydrogen bond formation between CDs that sug-
gests they assemble in a head-to-head, tail-to-tail
sequence.16 X-ray studies on a single crystal of the
complex between -CD andp-nitroacetanilide support
this conclusion.20 Comparison of13C CP/MAS NMR
spectra and X-ray studies of single crystals of -CD and
the-CDPEG complex indicates -CD assumes a more
symmetric conformation when it includes a guest in the
cavity with each glucose unit in a similar environ-
ment.15,17,18

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used
to study the conformation and mobility of other systems
in which a polymer is confined in a narrow channel. The
inclusion compounds of polyethylene,2224poly(1,4-trans-
butadiene),25,26and poly(1,4-trans-isoprene)27in per-
hydrotriphenylene and polyethylene in urea28are ex-
amples. Static methods have also been used to deter-
mine which chain conformations are candidates for
inclusion in narrow channels.29 Here we employ MD
simulations of end-capped complexes of -CDs with
PEG, with the focus on polyrotaxanes formed by 8 or
10 oxyethylene units and 3 or 4 -CDs, giving 2.6 0.1
oxyethylene units per CD. Our purpose is not to
investigate the internal dynamics, but instead it is to
infer the stabilities and configurations of the complexes
from the conformations in the trajectory. The param-
eters that characterize the complex were compared with
those obtained for isolated-CD30and an isolated chain
of PEG.

Methodology for the Simulations

Molecular dynamics trajectories were computed using Sybyl
6.0 from Tripos Associates (St. Louis, MO) and the Tripos Force
Field 5.2.31 The properties of the isolated -CDs, evaluated
using this same force field, have been reported recently.30
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molecules studied in the present work were mainly isolated



chains containing 8 or 10 oxyethylene units and complexes
between these chains and 3 or 4 -CDs, respectively. Hence-
forth CD denotes -CD, and isolated chains are abbreviated
as PEGn, wherenis the number of oxyethylene units.
Polyrotaxanes are abbreviated as RPEGnCDm, wheremis the
number of CD units. Head-to-head, tail to tail (HH), and head-
to-tail (HT) sequences of CDs were distinguished. As with the
polyrotaxanes of PEG and CDs synthesized by Harada’s
group,19the polyrotaxanes and PEGs used in the MD simula-
tions were capped at both ends with 2,4-dinitrophenylamine
groups. Figure 1 depicts isolated PEG10 and the polyrotax-
anes named RPEG10CD4HT and RPEG10CD4HH. Following
the usual nomenclature for CDs, thetransconformation was
defined as 0° for internal bonds in PEG chains.
Bonds connected to hydrogen atoms were constrained in

their lengths, but all other bond lengths, bond angles, and
torsional angles were variable during the simulations. Elec-
trostatic interactions were taken into account, using pairwise
contributions ofqiqj/3.5rij, whererijis the separation of partial
chargesqiandqj. Following the previous work of Brant and
Flory in the conformational analysis of polypeptides32,33and
polysaccharides,34we have used a value of 3.5 for the dielectric
constant in the calculation of the electrostatic contribution to
the conformational energies. This value provides theoretical
conformational energy surfaces that predict theoretical char-
acteristic ratios that are in excellent agreement with those
deduced from experiments performed for amylose35and polypep-
tides36,37in dilute aqueous solution. Partial charges for PEGn
and CD as isolated molecules and polyrotaxanes were obtained
by MOPAC.38 A model compound containing four oxyethylene
units, terminated with hydroxyl at one end and 2,4-dinitro-
phenylamine at the other end, was used to calculate the
geometry and charges for PEGn. As in the study of isolated
CDs,30geometry and charges for CD were obtained from the
central unit of a linear amylose trimer. Partial charges and
geometry used for PEGnare collected in Table 1, using the
numbering scheme defined in the top of Figure 2. The
stabilization of the complexes in the simulation is insensitive
to the details of the treatment of the electrostatic interactions.
Typically the contribution to the binding energy from the
electrostatic energy is only 13% of the contribution from the
van der Waals interactions.
The bottom of Figure 2 depicts the three dihedral angles

1x(OCH2 CH2 O), 2x(CH2 CH2 O CH2), and3x(CH2
O CH2 CH2) at oxyethylene unitx, used to define the

conformation of the PEG chains. Initially PEG chains were
built with all torsional angles in thetransstate. CD starting
conformations were constructed in the nondistorted form, as
previously,30with the torsional angles [at C(4)C(1) O
C(4′)] and [at C(1)O C(4′)C(1′)] at the bonds to the
bridging oxygen atom set at 0° and 3°, respectively, and a
value of 130.3° for the bond angle () at the bridging oxygen
atom. Dihedral angles for C(4)C(5) C(6) O were set to
thetransconformation. Starting polyrotaxanes were built
placingmnondistorted CDs, with centers separated by 7 Å,
around theall-transPEGnchain.
Calculations were performed in a canonical ensemble where

N,V, andTwere fixed. From 0 K the temperature was
increased 10 K at intervals of 300 fs, and the molecule was
equilibrated at the final temperature (500 K) for up to 100 ps
before the collection of data was initiated. Velocities were
rescaled at intervals of 10 fs, and the linear and angular
momentum of the entire system was reset to zero at the same
interval. The duration of the trajectory was 0.5 ns, computed
with a time step of 2 fs using a modification of the Verlet
algorithm,39,40named the leap from algorithm.41 Conforma-
tions were saved at intervals of 200 fs, yielding 2500 images
from each simulation for subsequent analysis. The average

Figure 1. An isolated chain containing 10 oxyethylene units (PEG10) and polyrotaxanes containing 10 oxyethylene units and 4
-cyclodextrins (represented by toruses) oriented head-to-tail (RPEG10CD4HT) or head-to-head and tail-to-tail (RPEG10CD4HH).
All PEG are end-capped by 2,4-dinitrophenylamine groups.

Table 1. Length, Angles, and Partial Charges in the
Poly(ethylene Glycol)s

bond length, Å bonds
angle,
deg atoma

charge,
ecu

Car NO2 1.350 Car Car Car 120.00 C1 0.132
N O 1.210 Car Car N 120.00 C2 0.205
Car Car 1.398 Car Car NH 120.00 C3 0.049
Car NH 1.410 Car N CH2 109.47 C4 0.204
N CH2 1.470 CH2 CH2 O 109.47 C5 0.020
CH2 CH2 1.540 CH2 O CH2 109.47 C6 0.224
CH2 O 1.430 N CH2 CH2 109.47 C7 0.108
Car H 1.085 C8 0.024
C H 1.103 C9 0.023
N H 1.083 C10 0.020

N (NO2) 0.593
N3 0.200
O (NO2) 0.365
O5 0.275
O6 0.028

a

2

Charges for hydrogen atoms (not tabulated) produce a neutral
PEG chain.



of any property〈X〉was obtained as

whereNis the number of images under analysis (2500) and
Xiis the value of the property for imagei.
The potential energy of each image is evaluated as a sum

of five contributions,

where the terms on the right hand side represent the contri-
butions from bond stretching, bond angle bending, torsion, van
der Waals, and electrostatic interactions. For each conforma-
tion of RPEGnCDm, the nonbonded interaction between the
PEG chain and CDs or binding energy (Ebinding) was evaluated
as the difference between the total energy and the energy of
the PEG chain andmCD units as

The termERPEGnCDmrepresents the total potential energy
of the complex, andEPEGnandECDmare the potential energy
of the system taking into account only the atoms of PEGnor
m CDs,respectively. Contributions from solvation were
ignored in the simulations, which were performed in vacuo.
The experimental system experiences a variety of environ-
ments during its preparation.19 The polyrotaxane is initially
prepared in an aqueous solution, then dried under vacuum,
and finally dissolved in dimethylformamide for the end-
capping reaction.19

For evaluating the number of intra- and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds ofmCD, a hydrogen bond is assumed when
the acceptor and hydrogen bonded to a donor are separated
by 0.8 2.8 Å and the angle formed by O H O is 120° 180°.

Results and Discussion

1. Stability of the Complexes when Changing
the Number of CDs,m.MD simulations were per-
formed on RPEG10CDmHT withmin the range 25.
Figure 3 depicts the negative values ofEbindingas a
function ofm. TheEbindingvalues show that a stabiliza-
tion of the complex occurs asmincreases from 2 to 4,
but form 5, the stability of the complex decreases.
The van der Waals interactions make the dominant

contribution toEbinding, with the electrostatic interac-
tions contributing only 13%. We interpret the initial
negative slope in Figure 3 as signifying that the interac-
tion of one bound CD with its bound neighbor contrib-
utes to the stabilization of the complex. For this reason,
continued incorporation of additional CDs is favored
until the capacity of the chain has been saturated. The
strong increase in potential energy for PEGCDmwhen
adding a fifth CD comes from its mandatory repulsive
interaction with the bulky end groups, due to saturation
of that portion of the chain removed from the end
groups. The minimum ofEbindingfor PEGCDmatm
4 implies a preferred stoichiometric composition near

2.5 oxyethylene units per CD, which is similar to
Harada’s experimental result.19 Sincem is not a
continuous variable, but must instead assume integer
values, the result in Figure 3 should be interpreted
conservatively as showing the preferred composition is
more than 2, but less than 3.3, oxyethylene units per
CD.
The remainder of this study will focus on RPEG8CD3
and RPEG10CD4, which correspond closely to the
optimum compositions.
2. Hydrogen-Bonding Interactions of the CDs

in the Complex.Approximately two intramolecular
hydrogen bonds per CD unit are obtained during the
simulation, as shown in Table 2. The most important
results in this table are the total number of intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonds between CDs and the contribu-
tion of each pair of CDs. In support of the conclusion
from Harada’s group,16,20intermolecular hydrogen bonds
between CDs are more numerous with HH sequences
(5.8) than HT ones (3.7). The larger contribution to the
total intermolecular hydrogen bonding for HH se-
quences comes for the head-to-head interaction (2.5
2.7 hydrogen bonds for each of two head-to-head pairs).

Figure 2. Numbering scheme used for the partial charges,
followed by the internal dihedral angles1,2, and3, used to
define the conformation of the oxyethylene units in the PEG
chain, and three parametersH,R, andr, used to define the
size and shape of CD units.

〈X〉 (1/N)∑Xi (1)

Etor Estretch Ebend Etors EvdW Eele (2)

Ebinding ERPEGnCDm (EPEGn ECDm) (3)

Figure 3.Binding energies for RPEG10CDmHT (circles) and
that portion of the binding energy that arises from interaction
of the CDs with one another (squares).

Table 2. Average Numbers of Intramolecular Hydrogen
Bonds (HB) for Each CD, Intermolecular HB between
Each Neighboring Pair of CDs, and Number of

Intermolecular HB of the Types PEGCDs and PEG end
group

hydrogen bond RPEG10CD4HTa RPEG10CD4HHa

intra-HB CD1 2.0(1.2) 2.1(1.3)
intra-HB CD2 2.0(1.3) 1.9(1.3)
intra-HB CD3 1.9(1.3) 1.8(1.2)
intra-HB CD4 2.0(1.3) 2.0(1.3)
total intra-HB CDs 8.0(2.6) 7.8(2.5)
inter-HB CD12 1.2(1.1) 2.5(1.7)
inter-HB CD23 1.2(1.1) 0.6(0.8)
inter-HB CD34 1.3(1.1) 2.7(1.7)
total inter CDCD 3.7(2.0) 5.8(2.5)
total inter CDPEG 0.4(1.6) 0.4(0.6)
total inter CDend groups 1.2(1.1) 0.9(1.0)

a

3

Standard deviations are in parenthesis.



Tail-to-tail interactions gives a small contribution (0.6)
to the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds be-
tween CDs. The calculated binding energies slightly
favor the HH sequences over the HT sequences (by 0.9
kcal/mol) in RPEG10CD4. Intermolecular hydrogen
bonds from the interactions CD PEG and CD end
group are less important.
3. Conformational Analysis of the CDs in the
Complex. Bond Angles at the Bridging Oxygen
Atoms. The values of the bond angles , defined by
C(1) O C(4′), are similar for all CDs. The average
value, 117.8°, is close to the result of 117.7° for isolated
CD and far from the value of 130.3° in the initial
conformation of the polyrotaxanes.
Torsion Angles at the Bridging Oxygen Atom.
The distribution function of and is depicted in
Figure 4 for one of the CDs (number 2) in
RPEG10CD4HH. Other CDs in the complex behave in
a similar way. They show a single region of high
probability for and , and this region includes the
transconformation. The shoulders in a few of the
profiles, such as at the second bridging oxygen atom,
indicate that the profiles are the superposition of two
overlapping distributions, each centered close to 0°.
There is no indication of any population near thecis
state at 180°.
In contrast to the result in Figure 4 for the CDs in
the complex, sometimes adopts acisstate in isolated
CD.30 Thiscisstate is primarily responsible for the
distortion of isolated cyclodextrins, where it orients the
primary hydroxyl groups of two neighboring gluco-
pyranose residues so that one OH group is blocking the
cavity and the other one is oriented toward the outer
cavity.30 When the PEG chain fills the cavity, the cis
state is inaccessible at , and there is less distortion of
the CD. CDs in the complex are more symmetric than
isolated ones.
Torsion at C(5) C(6). The torsion is distributed
over the three classic rotational isomeric states, g,g,
andtrans, as shown in Figure 5. Any of the dihedral
angles can visit all three states during the 0.5 ns MD
simulation, as was also true for isolated CD.

Cavity Size and Shape in the CDs. Table 3
collects the average of several parameters used to define
the size of the cavities of the CDs, as well as the
distortion and flexibility of the CD macrorings of
isolated CD and two polyrotaxanes, RPEG10CD4HT
and -HH. Column 2 has previous results for these
parameters for isolated CD.30 The table also showsH,
R,r(defined in bottom of Figure 2), and V,

for the nondistorted CD, in the conformation of the
polyrotaxanes when the trajectory is initiated. These
values were also used for the initial conformation in the
analysis of isolated CDs.30

There is little difference in the parameters obtained
for CD in polyrotaxanes HH and HT, but there are
important differences between isolated CD and those
forming part of either complex. The ratios〈r〉/〈R〉are
0.79, 0.97, and 1.00 for isolated CD, RPEG10CD4HT,
and RPEG10CDHH, respectively, showing that the
cavities of the CDs in the complexes are more nearly
cylindrical in shape. In contrast, for the isolated CD
they were cone-shaped. Isolated CD shows an increase
in the radius of the cavity on the side with the secondary
hydroxyl groups (〈R〉), a decrease in the radius of the
cavity on the side of the primary hydroxyl groups (〈r〉),
and a considerable decrease in the height (〈H〉)ofthe
cone, compared with the values for the initial conforma-
tion. However,〈r〉and〈R〉of CDs in the complex
increase and〈H〉decreases slightly. As a result, the

Figure 4. Distribution of six pairs of and at the bonds to
the bridging oxygen atom for one of the CD units (number 2)
for RPEG10CD4HH. The bridging oxygen atoms are displayed
sequentially as ()1;( )2;( )3;(---)4;( ) 5 and (-
-)6.

Figure 5. Distribution of for one of the CD units (number
2) for RPEG10CD4HH. Torsional angles are displayed sequen-
tially for glucopyranose units as ()1;( )2;( )3;
(---)4;( ) 5 and (--)6.

Table 3. Size, Shape, Distortion and Flexibility of
Isolated -CD and the Average of Four CDs in

RPEG10CD4HH and RPEG10CD4HTa

parameters -CDb RPEG10CD4HT RPEG10CD4HH

Hinitial, Å 8.81 8.81 8.81
〈H〉, Å 6.59(0.40) 8.02(0.25) 8.06(0.26)
Rinitial, Å 3.57 3.57 3.57
〈R〉, Å 4.25(0.22) 4.17(0.35) 4.06(0.40)
rinitial, Å 3.55 3.55 3.55
〈r〉, Å 3.35(0.38) 4.05(0.50) 4.06(0.47)
Vinitial,Å3 351 351 351
〈V〉,Å3 301(22) 434(84) 416(104)
Hc 0.25(0.04) 0.09(0.03) 0.09(0.03)
Vc 0.14(0.05) 0.24(0.24) 0.19(0.30)
Torsion,cdeg 101 45 46
〈s2〉1/2(ring), Å 4.4 4.4 4.4
〈s2〉1/2(head), Å 5.7 5.4 5.4
〈s2〉1/2(tail), Å 5.0 5.5 5.5
(s) (ring), Å 0.16 0.07 0.07
(s) (head), Å 0.19 0.17 0.18
(s) (tail), Å 0.36 0.38 0.37

aStandard deviations are in parenthesis.bFrom ref 28.cPa-
rameters defined in the ref 30.

V H[rR (R2 r2

4

)/3] (4)



volume of the cavity (〈V〉) after equilibration is larger
than in the initial nondistorted -CD.
The parameters H,V, andTorsion, which are the
normalized change in depth, volume, and a cumulative
magnitude of the changes in the torsion angles at the
bridging oxygen atom,30describe the distortion of CDs.
Due to the increase of〈H〉for CD in the complex relative
to the isolated one, the absolute value of Hdecreases
when going from the isolated CD to the complex. The
high values of〈r〉,〈R〉, and〈H〉for CD in the complex
make Vpositive. Torsion are half of the values
obtained for isolated CD. These results are a conse-
quence of the more open and less distorted cavity when
CD surrounds the PEG chain in the complex.
The root-mean-square radius of gyration was com-
puted for three subsets of the oxygen atoms. These
three subsets of〈s2〉1/2are for the 6 bridging oxygen
atoms (ring), the 6 O6 oxygen atoms (tail), and the 12
secondary oxygen atoms O2 and O3 (head).30 The
results and their standard deviations(s) are collected
in the last rows of Table 3. Results for〈s2〉1/2support
the conclusion in the previous paragraph. CDs in the
complex are almost cylindrical. The width of the
distribution (s) (ring) gives a measure of the flexibility
of the macroring. The low value (0.07) compared with
the value for the isolated CD (0.16) shows that the
flexibility of the macroring is now smaller. However,
head and tail reflects a similar flexibility for isolated
CDs or in the complex.
The parameters collected in Table 3 are averages of
those obtained for each CD of the poly(rotaxanes).
These parameters are very close for each of the four CDs
in the complex; all CDs behave in a similar way. In
general CDs in the complex have a cylindrical shape,
and they increase their inner cavity volume to accomo-
date the polymer. Heights are similar to the ones
obtained for nondistorted CDs. The distribution of the
dihedral angles and , depicted in Figure 4, and the
parameters Hand Torsion, show that they are less
distorted than the isolated CDs. From the analysis of
the standard deviation (s) (ring), CD macrorings are
less flexible in the complex than the isolated CD,
showing a more symmetric macroring structure than
isolated CDs.
4. Conformation of PEG in the Complex. Ra-
dius of Gyration and End-to-End Distance. The
radius of gyration and end-to-end distance have been
computed for the isolated PEG chains, as well as those
in the polyrotaxane complex. All non-hydrogen atoms
of the chain, excluding the bulky end substituents, were
taken into account for the radius of gyration. The end-
to-end distance was calculated between nitrogen atoms
directly bonded to the PEG chain. Table 4 shows the
values for the complexes and the isolated PEG chains
containing 8 and 10 ethylene oxide units with CDs.
Characteristic ratios, defined as Cn 〈r2〉/nl2, are
collected in the last column of Table 4. The values for
short isolated chains of 8 and 10 oxyethylene units are
slightly less than the value of 5 expected for un-

perturbed chains with this number of bonds.42 This
result undoubtedly arises from the tendency for long
flexible chainsin vacuoto experience a coilglobular
transition as the degree of polymerization increases.43,44

The onset of this transition would be expected for PEG
chains of about the size used here.
The results show that the PEG chain expands when

it forms the complex. The number oftransplacements
at C C bonds is larger for PEG in the polyrotaxane
complex than for isolated PEG, as we will see in the
next section. This feature in the complexes is the origin
of many experimental crystallographic characteristics
of polyrotaxanes.
Dihedral Angles at Internal Bonds in the PEG

Chain. The values of 1,2, and3were obtained for
each of thenoxyethylene units of the chain for PEGn
and RPEGnCDm. The CH2 CH2,CH2 O, and O CH2
bonds have the three classical isomers g,g, andtrans.
The average of the population of thetransstates over
all bonds is collected in Table 5 for the isolated PEG
chain and the PEG in RPEGnCDm, in the HT and HH
forms. There is a larger population oftransstates (and
correspondingly smaller population ofgauchestates) in
the complexes than in the isolated chain, by about a
factor of 2.1 0.1 for1at the C C bond. For 2and 3

this factor is approximately 1.3 0.1 and 1.6 0.3. The
large increase for1signifies that the “anomeric effect”,
invoked to explain the low population of thetransstate
at the C C bond in unperturbed PEG,45is weakened
in the complex.
Quantitative comparison of the distribution function

for the dihedral angles was made using two properties
deduced from the trajectories for each internal bond ix

(i 1 3) for the PEG chain: (a) the mean dihedral
angle〈ix trans〉, wheretransis the dihedral angle
for thetransplacement, and (b) the fluctuation defined
by

Table 6 collects the averaged values over all internal
bonds. As expected, values of both parameters are
larger for the isolated chain PEG10 as compared to the
PEG in the complex. The reasons are the larger
population oftransstates and the lower mobility of
internal bonds for PEG chain in the complex, as
compared to the isolated one. There is not much
difference between results for complexes with HH or HT
sequences of CDs.

Conclusions

Analysis of polyrotaxanes suggests that the isolated
PEG chain captures as much CD as its length permits.
The van der Waals interaction in PEG CD is the main
contribution to the stabilization of polyrotaxanes. Poly-
rotaxanes with CDs oriented head-to-head or tail-to-tail

Table 4. End-to-End Distance, Radius of Gyration, andCn
for PEGnchain and Complexes RPEGnCDmHT and -HH

compound 〈r2〉1/2,Å 〈s2〉1/2,Å Cn

PEG8 13 5.2 3.1
RPEG8CD3HT 27 7.6 14
RPEG8CD3HH 27 7.6 14
PEG10 14 5.9 3.1
RPEG10CD4HT 34 9.6 18
RPEG10CD4HH 34 9.6 18

Table 5. Average Population (%) of thetransState for all
Torsional Angles 1(OCH2 CH2 O), 2

(CH2 CH2 O CH2), and3(CH2 O CH2 CH2)ofthe
Isolated PEGnChain and PEG in the RPEGnCDmHT

and -HH Complexes

compound 1 2 3

PEG8 41 62 63
RPEG8CD3HT 92 83 83
RPEG8CD3HH 94 81 86
PEG10 45 59 64
RPEG10CD4HT 94 84 86
RPEG10CD4HH 94 85 84

ix trans [〈ix trans
2〉 〈ix trans〉

2]1/2

5

(5)



are slightly more stable than those oriented head-to-
tail due to intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction
between CDs, with the larger contribution to the
stabilization from intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the
head-to-head or tail-to-tail arrangement. -CDs in
polyrotaxanes adopt a more symmetric macroring con-
formation, as compared to the isolated-CDs. Thecis
states are totally suppressed at bonds to the bridging
oxygen atom in the CDs in the complex.Transstates
are strongly preferred at all the internal bonds of the
PEG chain in the complex, in contrast to the well-known
preference forgauchestates at the CC bond in
unperturbed PEG. For this reason, the PEG in the
complex is more extended than the unperturbed chain.
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Table 6. Averages of〈i trans〉and i transfor the
Internal Oxyethylene Units of Isolated PEG Chains and

PEG in the Polyrotaxane Complexes

compound angle,i 〈i trans〉, deg i trans, deg

PEG8 1 75 51
2 50 68
3 50 46

RPEG8CD3HH 1 22 28
2 28 35
3 28 36

RPEG8CD3HT 1 19 23
2 30 38
3 33 35

PEG10 1 72 52
2 53 47
3 52 48

RPEG10CD4HT 1 19 19
2 27 34
3 27 40

RPEG10CD4HH 1 19 24
2 26 32
3
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